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EXAM FEES 2023 – 2024
A-LEVEL EXAMS

All subjects except Maths and Further Maths £235

Mathematics and Further Mathematics £265

Please note for subjects that include coursework (such as History, Geography, Art and Languages), we can enter you but a
qualified subject teacher must assess and mark your coursework or spoken tests.

A-level Practical work (CPAC)

Students who need to take the A-level science practical endorsement (CPAC) will have to pay an additional fee, to cover the cost
of materials, supervision and administration. This will be approximately £400.

GCSE EXAMS

All subjects except Art, Geography and Languages £115

Art, Geography and Languages include a substantial coursework or spoken element, so although we can enter you a qualified
teacher must assess and mark your coursework or spoken test.

TRINITY ENGLISH TESTS

Fees are between £200 and £250, but please ask us for an up-to-date quote as Trinity College may vary their charges.

The above exam entry fees are the total per subject, including the fee charged by the exam board and our administration charge.

Please note that it is the responsibility of students to make sure they have the necessary equipment for their exams (pens, rulers,
calculators etc). STUDENTS MUST BRING PHOTO-ID TO ALL EXAMS.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATION

It may be possible to apply for special consideration if a student is suddenly disadvantaged (in the event of a broken wrist, a
bereavement or other circumstance that will cause their performance to suffer). If this is the case, we will need appropriate
evidence and will make the application immediately after the exam date.

ACCESS ARRANGEMENTS

Some students may have had extra time or other access arrangements before. However, these do not automatically roll over
and in many cases a new application must be made. In this case you will need a new assessment in order for us to make the
application. The deadline is mid-February, so please allow enough time to schedule the re-assessment and paperwork.
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